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Lin Fan sneered.

And Zhang Jianjun simply stopped covering up, coldly snorted:

“The Lin Family Business Chain is spread all over the country, and the

new Bai family is indeed much stronger than yours.”

“If the new vaccine is developed by them, it will not be long before it

will be fully popularized. I am also considering it for the public!”

The upright look is as if he is in love with the world.

But Lin Fan was amused, shook his head and said:

“Take my things to do your favors, your wishful thinking is too good,

right? It’s a pity, I don’t take yours!”

Ok?

Zhang Jianjun was originally dissatisfied with Lin Fan, but after hearing

this, he was completely angry and said grimly:

“Do you think that if you don’t hand over the new Baishi, I can’t help

you?”

“As long as I say a word, your Xinbai family will have to suspend

trading tomorrow, and the day after tomorrow, they will have to close

their doors!”

You ungrateful animal?

Then he let Lin Fan go bankrupt!

And hearing this, Lin Fan’s face suddenly became gloomy, and he also

knew that the other party did have such capabilities.

As a gangster of the Drug Administration, he is no better than others.

If he deliberately targeted their Xin Bai family, it would be troublesome

even if Lin Fan had the status of Lin Zuo.

Lin Hongtu must know this, so he asked Zhang Jianjun for help.

On the side, Liu Qing frowned, then stepped forward and said:

“Zhang Bu, is this not in compliance with the rules?”

Upon hearing this, Zhang Jianjun was completely furious, and angrily

rebuked:

“What kind of thing are you? If you say that you don’t comply with the

rules, you don’t comply with the rules? If your master comes, I will

respect you three points. As for you? Go away!”

Hear the words!

Liu Qing’s face suddenly became extremely ugly!

At the moment, Lin Hongtu looked at Lin Fan triumphantly:

“Little beast, you still have a chance now, as long as you honestly hand

over the new Bai family, our Lin family can still consider giving you a

compensation!”

And Lin Zhanli laughed loudly, with a deep contempt on his face:

“Dog things, I didn’t hand over the New Bai family in the beginning,

how about now? Didn’t it fall into the hands of our Lin family?”

“Fight with my Lin family? In the next life, hahaha!”

Everyone realized that Lin Fan was out of luck.

Lin Hongtu and Zhang Jianjun, these two behemoths attacked

together, even if Lin Fan was a great master, they had to kneel down!

There is no resistance at all!

But right now!

The mutation happened!

“Zhang Bu is really such a powerful official!”

A voice full of ridicule sounded instantly!

what!

Zhang Jianjun suddenly changed wildly, looking around angrily, and

said angrily:

“Who? Who is so courageous to talk to me like this?”

Everyone was stunned. Who else here would dare to be bold enough

not to give Zhang Jianjun face?

Boom!

Then, at the entrance of the hotel, there was a movement!

Immediately afterwards, a gray-haired old man walked in from outside

that door.

boom!

At the moment when he saw the old man, everyone’s pupils suddenly

shrank, and there was a deep shock!

And this time!

Even Zhang Jianjun’s face suddenly changed, and his heart suddenly

became a little uneasy.

How could this old guy appear here?

Wow!

At the moment, everyone bowed to the old man together and said

respectfully:

“I have seen Yao Lao!”

The old man in front of him is the soul of the Chinese medicine

industry, and he is known as the genius doctor!

At this moment, even Zhang Jianjun couldn’t help bending down at

this moment, and said respectfully:

“Yao Lao!”

Although he is in charge of the entire medical industry, he has to lower

his proud head in the face of the respected old man in front of him.

however!

Old Yao Yao walked towards Lin Fan as if he saw the respect of

everyone.

Then, standing still in front of him, there was a surprisingly loving

smile on that cold old face for many years:

“Brother Lin, I’ve admired your name for a long time!”
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